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QUESTION 1

A data architect creates an app in Qlik Sense Desktop with an ODBC data connection from Apache Hive using a single
sign-on solution (SSO). When the app is published in the hub, the data connection fails. 

A system administrator tests the login credentials for the ODBC connection on the server and is able to access the
database. Why does the data connection fail? 

A. Qlik Sense Desktop is NOT allowing Qlik Sense server to use Apache Hive 

B. The data architect\\'s account is NOT assigned the RootAdmin role 

C. The service account user is NOT part of the SSO solution in Apache Hive 

D. The Qlik Sense server does NOT support ODBC connections with Apache Hive 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In a Qlik Sense environment, users in the Finance department can successfully log in to the hub open or edit apps in the
Finance stream. 

Developers in the Finance department are unable to modify the HTML code for widgets. 

Where should the system administrator determine the source of this issue? 

A. In Audit, select Content libraries as target resource, filter by Group, and select Hub as the environment 

B. In Audit, select Extension as target resource, filter by Blocked, and select Hub as the environment 

C. In Audit, select App objects as target resource, filter by User directory, and select Hub as the environment 

D. In Audit, select Extension as target resource, filter by Group, and select Hub as the environment 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A task is configured with default settings to reload at the end of every day. Reloading usually takes one hour and uses a
database connection. The administrator notices that the task is still running in the morning when it should have finished
the night before. 

What is the cause of the extended reload time? 

A. Database resource constraints 

B. Change of database credentials 

C. Automatic update of database connection drivers 
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D. A slight increase in the amount of data 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A user reports that the Create new app button does NOT consistently appear when logging into the hub. 

The system administrator tries to verify the problem and finds the following: The user has the correct security rule setup
The problem can be reproduced in different machines and different browsers No error message is related to the user
activities in the Qlik Sense logs The user can see the Create new app button when directly accessing the central node
URL The user can NOT see the Create new app button when directly accessing the rim node URL 

What is the likely cause of this issue? 

A. The node purpose for the rim node is Development 

B. The node purpose for the rim node is Production 

C. The rim node has NOT been configured for load balancing 

D. The rim node has problems applying the user security rule 

Correct Answer: D  

 

QUESTION 5

A system administrator adds RIM B to a two-node environment using the central node as the proxy. The system
administrator is using the default virtual proxy for the central node to access the hub. 

The system administrator sets up a load balancing rule to have all apps served on both RIM A and RIM B. The system
administrator performs the following steps: 

1. 

Disables the default load balancing rule, "ResourcesOnNonCentralNodes" 

2. 

Creates a new rule with the Resource filter "App_*" and checks Load balancing 

3. 

Sets the condition to ((node.name="RIM A" or node.name="RIM B")) 

The rule is successfully verified. The system administrator has users log in to the hub and open apps to verify that they
are opening on RIM B. However, after multiple users open the same app, there is still NO report of activity on RIM B. 

What is causing this issue? 

A. There is a rule overlapping the custom load balancing rule 

B. The filter should be ((node.name="RIM A") and (node.name="RIM B")) 
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C. A network connection problem is occurring and the load balancing is NOT working 

D. The RIM B Engine has NOT been added to the virtual proxy 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://community.qlik.com/t5/Qlik-Sense-Deployment-Management/Load-BalancingConsumer-Nodes/td-
p/1525604 
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